Study Shows 71% of Physicians Would Be More Responsive to CDI
Processes Integrated Real-Time within their EHR Workflow
Findings Show Physicians Value Clinical Documentation Improvement Clarifications if
Presented in Real-Time within their Documentation Systems
BURLINGTON, Mass., January 21, 2014 – Physicians today are under increasing pressure to
produce more accurate, complete and compliant clinical documentation while trying to maintain a
focus on patient care and satisfaction. In an effort to learn more about potential solutions that can
alleviate physician frustrations with the clinical documentation process, Nuance
Communications, Inc. (NASDAQ: NUAN) today shared findings from a recent study of
physician attitudes toward clinical documentation technology and processes.
This study found a wide majority of practicing physicians (71%) report they would be more
responsive to Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) clarifications if these were delivered in
real-time within their normal documentation workflow in the electronic health record (EHR).
Additionally, more than 80 percent of physicians say it is disruptive and time consuming when
queries for information occur after they’ve documented in a patient chart or worse, after the
patient is discharged. All believe that ICD-10 will make matters much worse.
The survey of more than 187 practicing physicians in midsize or large practices and hospitals
found that a majority of U.S. physicians:
•

See technology as a growing portion of how they do their jobs, and they want to be
involved in technology decisions (97%), yet most were not involved in clinical
documentation technology decisions for their organization (66% or more);

•

Value information delivered at the point of care and would respond more frequently to
requests for information well timed and within their natural documentation workflow
(71%);

•

Perceive traditional retrospective CDI queries as very disruptive to clinical workflows
and the level of disruption increases with the passing of time after they’ve documented
(83% );

•

Find that any time they needed to “go back” and respond to a coding issue was disruptive
and time lost (approximately 98% );

•

Would invest time, see fewer patients and earn less money for 6-9 months to be deeply
involved in clinical documentation technology evaluations and implementations (88%).

“This study pinpoints physicians’ growing dissatisfaction in being saddled with processes that
distract them from clinical care, while being excluded from the decision-making process of

choosing things that impact them every day,” explains Janet Dillione, executive vice president
and general manager, Nuance Communications. “Technology should be simple and work for
physicians – not the other way around. Through a more natural approach to creating clinicallyaccurate information, everyone wins – the physician, the institution and most importantly, the
patient.”

Alleviating Documentation Pressure
Technology and process improvements can help reduce physician frustration and support quality
patient care by ensuring clinical information is complete and compliant from the start to eliminate
rework. “Rework in clinical documentation tells us by its nature that errors in the clinical record
were significant enough to impact coding, which means that they are also significant enough to
impact patient care,” says Dr. Paul Weygandt, M.D. vice president of physician services at
Nuance.
Dr. Brian Yeaman, CMIO, Norman Regional Health System: “Using
things like CLU and applying that to the ICD-10 code book to help
me refine that diagnosis or ask me whether it’s the left or right or an
upper or lower extremity are tremendous because it has a significant
impact on our bottom line, and it’s also a physician satisfier … and on
the back side we are not getting so many coding queries.”

Dr. Reid Conant, Conant and Associates: “Now we can provide our
physicians with tools to get real-time feedback to not only change that
document, but also change their behavior for the next document.
That’s what organizations are looking for, and frankly, that’s what the
doctors are looking for.”
Dr. Nick van Terheyden, CMIO, Nuance: “Nuance allows you to
achieve ICD-10 without burdening clinicians with extra requirement
and administrative work.”

Nuance has reinvented the CDI process with Clintegrity 360 | Computer-Assisted Physician
Documentation (CAPD), an intelligent system designed by physicians for physicians to minimize
workflow disruptions and frustrations, while simultaneously improving the integrity of clinical
documentation. CAPD arms physicians at the point of care with clinically-focused CDI content
to help them improve the quality of patient charts while they are creating patient documentation
interactively providing physicians with clarifying queries when necessary, whether for clinical
accuracy or ICD-10 compliance.
For a summary of Nuance’s research on physician attitudes towards clinical documentation and
technology, visit http://www.nuance.com/ucmct/groups/healthcare.
Connect with Nuance on social media through the healthcare blog, What’s next, as well as
Twitter and Facebook.
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